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Abstract The variational analysis on compliant assembly
has been shown to be significantly influenced by plastic de-
formation of the part’s material induced by resistance spot
welding and fixturing.

The aim of this paper is to define the FEM methods re-
quired to translate the complex interaction best described
by a coupled thermo-electrical-mechanical simulation with
solid elements to a shell model suitable for variational anal-
ysis.

The methods are here described and implemented into
FEM run-time routines to be later used for the calculation of
the influence coefficient matrixes and Monte-Carlo simula-
tion, so to reduce the problem complexity.

The methods tested on the geometry of a butt joint are
in good agreement with the results of more traditional FEM
setup and reduce the computational effort for the variational
analysis.

Keywords Compliant assembly · FEM · Variational
analysis · Quality · Resistance spot welding · Plasticity

1 Introduction

In the automotive sector, many compliant parts are joined
toghether to form the body assembly following typical steps
that consist in loading and clamping the parts on fixtures,
so to locate and orient them accordingly to the product’s
design, then applying the Resistance Spot Welding (RSW)
process by mean of manual or robotic welding guns.

Moos Sandro · Vezzetti Enrico
Politecnico di Torino – Dipartimento di Ingegneria Gestionale e della
Produzione (DIGEP).
Tel.: +39-11-5647294
Fax: +39-11-5647299
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To guarantee the proper dimensional and geometrical
properties of the manufacuted parts, required for the follow-
ing assembly, hinged panel fitting and final assembly phases,
the industries adopting an orientation towards continuous
quality improvement also focus their attention on predict-
ing the effects of the joining process on the final assembly
dimensional quality, so to evaluate the overall process capa-
bility. (Chase et al. [1], Maropoulos et al. [2]).

Many works can be found in literature regarding toler-
ance stack-up applied to elastic compliant assemblies, pass-
ing through FEM to compute deformations and through Mon-
te Carlo simulation to perform the statistical analysis. They
are based on the influence coefficient method proposed by
Liu et al. [3] which has the aim of extracting from a FEM
analysis a linear relationship between the part’s deviation
vector and the assembly elastic springback.

Considering that each part is subjected to source of vari-
ation that will be forced to the nominal position by the clamps,
the relationship between the deviation vector and the parts’
reacting forces is established in the FEM but generally it’s
not returned to the user. So the sensitivity matrixes have
been derived applying a unit force to each source of vari-
ation, directed as the variation and calculating the corre-
sponding parts deformation and ordering them in a vector.

The elastic springback for the assembled structure is de-
termined by the assembly stiffness matrix considering it as
subjected to a force equal and opposed to those required to
close the parts.

These relations are valid only for small deformation in
elastic range but are linearly used for general variation vec-
tors determined with the Monte Carlo simulation, so to allow
a statistical description of the tolerance stack-up.

A detailed application of the influence coefficient, in the
aerospace field, can be found in Byungwoo et al., which pre-
sented in [4] an approach to integrate the Datum Flow Chain
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analysis with a commercial 3D variation analysis software
and FEA.

The first step is to define the compliance and sensitivity
matrix of each parts by means of influence coefficients. The
sensitivity matrix is computed once for all by FEM, with the
parts located on a set of isostatic locators and then apply-
ing an unit displacement to the overconstrained joint at each
part. The forces and deformations are calculated as (1a) (1b).
The resulting force acting at joints is equal and opposite to
the sum of the forces used to bend the parts in that position
(1c) and this will be applied to the assembly in nominal con-
dition to evaluate its springback. The compliance matrix of
the whole assembly is computed in 1d applying a unit force
on each joint and, finally, the displacement resulting on the
control points can be defined as a linear combination of the
effects computed on parts and assembly as in 1e.

{Fi}= [Kvi]{Vi} (1a)

{dpi}= [Kpi]
−1 { fpi}= [Spi]{Vi} (1b)

{ fa}=−∑
i
{ fpi} (1c)

{da}= [Ka]
−1 { fa}=− [Ka]

−1
∑

i
[Kvi]{Vi}=−∑

i
[Sai]{Vi} (1d)

{u}= {u0}+{dp}+{da}= {u0}+∑
i
([Spi]− [Sai]){Vi} (1e)

The approach allows the reduction of the computational
time because the stiffness matrix is calculated once for all
with influence coefficients and it is later used for statistical
variation calculation with Monte Carlo simulation to calcu-
late the probability functions and their contributors.

The equations 1 shows that the first step to define the
compliance matrixes is to deform the parts with the unit dis-
placements and to measure the displacement field.

The main drawback of those work is the use of a lin-
ear elastic model for the part’s material, in fact the works of
Feulvarch et al. [5], Hou et al. [6], Ranjbar et al. [7], Eisaza-
deh et al. [8] showed the presence of plastic deformations
and a stress distribution inside and around the welding nugget,
resulting after the thermal transformation caused by the weld-
ing current.

The previous work of Moos et al. [9] showed that, start-
ing from welding flanges which are subjected to tolerances,
the weldgun closure can cause relative sliding motion be-
tween the two flanges that are made permanent by the weld
spot and that the deformations imposed by fixtures and elec-
trodes before the weld cycle, also cause plasticization away
from the welding spot, near bending fillets and locators. The
comparison of the spingback of a butt joint calculated with
the same boundary conditions, changing only the material
model form elastic to plastic, also showed completely dif-
ferent behaviors.

As a further description of the result in [9], for a butt
joint with a tolerance interference condition that hinders the
correct loading on fixture, in figure 1 have been reproduced
the total elastic strain energy density field after the clamps
and the electrodes closure (fig.1a), after the thermal cycle

Fig. 1 Elastic strain energy density. a) After fixture and weldgun clo-
sure. b) At the end of the welding cycle. c) After the fixture release. d)
Total plastic energy per unit volume after fixture release.

(fig.1b) and after releasing (fig.1c), while figure fig.1d dis-
plays the total energy dissipated per unit volume in the ele-
ment by plastic deformations after releasing.

Comparing figures 1a and 1b it’s evident the reduction of
the elastic energy stored by the initial deformations caused
by the thermal cycle, particularly near the rear side of the
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sheets where locators are positioned, at the base of the flanges
and around the welding electrodes which are forcing to-
gether the sheets.

The remaining energy (fig.1b), will cause the assembly
springback once relased, so to reach the condition of fig.1c
in which are evident the effects of the residual stresses near
the weld nugget, the fillets at the flange’s base and near the
locators. In this released configuration, fig.1d displays that
in those region also occurred material plasticization.

These results suggest that a more detailed modelization
of the welding process should consider a plastic material
model, because it is more suited to predict the deformation
modes of the parts.

An approach in this direction was implemented by Fan
et al. [10], who “superimposed” the local spot welding plas-
tic distortions to a nominal FE assembly mesh, with weld-
ing flanges in matching condition. The simulation predicted
the same mode of deformation experimentally measured on
real parts: a distortion of the assembly with a twist induced
around a diagonal axis, but underestimated the magnitude.

The deformations measured on the assembly were also
compared with the variational simulation made with TAA
software (which considers the parts deviation from their nom-
inal dimension with an elastic model) and the results show
a different deformation profiles, confirming that the elastic
model is not suitable for tolerance stack-up of compliant
parts.

Concluding, a simulation tool to better predict the dis-
tortions resulting from the assembly process it’s still needed.
The benefits of its application would be a more robust design
and the reduction of adjustment cost during the ramp-up and
manufacturing phases of a new product.

2 The proposed methods for simulating the B.i.W
process modelling on shell mesh

To provide the basis for an improved variational analysis,
this paper will focus on the central part of the coefficient
influence method: the calculation of the part deformations,
by FEM software, using a plastic material model and will
provide the tools for the implementation of the RSW pro-
cess, adapting the detailed results of the electric-thermal-
mechanical study [9] to a shell element description of the
assembly, so to reduce the model complexity and computa-
tional time.

Particular attention will be given to:

– the constraints,
– the deformation imposed by the weldgun,
– the contact management,
– the temperature imposition through the sheet thickness

on the partition subjected to the welding spot.

Fig. 2 An example of a body side sheet metal part, meshed with shell
elements, with datum targets and weld spots partitions.

2.1 Constraints

Figure 2 shows an example of a sheet metal part to be welded
with other parts to form a larger body-side assembly. There,
are highlighted the most important process information: the
position of the datum targets and the weld spots.

Correspondingly to those features, a mesh partition has
been defined to locally specify a structured mesh of square
elements and their dimension can be specified by the user.
Outside those areas, the mesh will usually be defined by
triangular elements, given the complexity of the free-form
surfaces that are in this kind of parts.

This solution allows to choose independently the ele-
ment dimensions of the datum or weld points and of the
overall model, with the possibility of obtaining the best trade-
off in terms of results approximation and computational time.

On datums will be enforced the constraints, as shown in
figure 3.

Datum targets, once the fixture’s clamps are closed, pro-
vide an encastre condition that can be defined constraining
all the Degree of Freedom of the corresponding nodes in the
FEM model. Holes and slot are to be constrained in the ra-
dial and normal direction respectively.

Commonly, to simplify the design and the manufactur-
ing of fixtures, the designers develop proper embossments
on the complex free-form surfaces, so to locally orient the
holes and slots axis along the CAD assembly axis. There-
fore, the radial and normal direction can be constrained with
simple boundary conditions also in the FEM program.
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Type Constraint

Planar datum target area
u1 = u2 = u3 = 0
uR1 = uR2 = uR3 = 0

Hole datume feature ur = 0

Slot datum feature un = 0

Fig. 3 Datum constraints. ui: translations along assembly axis, uRi: ro-
tations about assembly axis; ur: hole radial direction; un: slot side nor-
mal direction.

Fig. 4 Orientation of datum target partition on mesh.

The information needed in the FEM system to define the
partitions are: the coordinates of the datum target (2a), the
datum target shape and dimensions (rectangular l ·w, square
l, circular d), the direction (2b) to orient one side lk of the
non-circular shapes. The bk direction can be manually speci-
fied or by selecting a point and a border to align to, as shown
in figure 4. The orientation condition of the border shape lk
is given by (2c).

DTk(x1,x2,x3) (2a)

bk(b1,b2,b3) (2b)

bk · lk = 0 (2c)

For those secondary datum targets, that are localized on
welding flanges and so subjected to the form tolerance, it
is possible to impose a displacement on the corresponding
nodes in order to estimate the influence coefficients of the
variation distribution on the sheet part caused by the fixture
clamping.

Being nk = (n1,n2,n3) the local normal of the datum tar-
get, the displacement components uk are simply:

uk = (T ·nk) · t (3)

where T is the tolerance field and t ∈ [0;1] the simulation
step time, here applied as a progressive ramp function.

2.2 Weld spot deformation imposed by weld caps

In the previous work [9] the interaction of weldgun and sheets
have been made with a model of two electrodes acting against
the flanges’ external sides with a surface-to-surface contact
condition.

With the aim of eliminating the electrode models in the
FEM assembly, a routine to define an analytical rigid surface
with the electrode shape has been used.

Inside the routine it’s necessary to determine if a point
on the slave surface has penetrated the rigid surface, to de-
fine the local surface geometry by calculating the orientation
for the constraint equations, friction directions and their rate
of change as the point moves around on the surface. If the
welding partition nodes and the rigid surfaces are in con-
tact, the FE software will impose a constraint at the nodes to
prevent overpenetration.

A common shape for the welding caps consists in a spher-
ical extremity blending into a cone, but for the RSW appli-
cation it never occur contact between the conical side of the
caps and the sheet parts. So, with reference to figure 5 the
cap geometry can be described as a sphere.

The coordinate of a node approaching the sphere can be
written in cylindrical coordinates as:

r =
√

x2
1 + x2

2 (4a)

z = x3. (4b)

The interference h between the node and the spherical
surface can be identified and evaluated by:

h = a−b (5a)

b =
√

r2 +(z− zQ)2 (5b)

The projection of the interfering point on the sphere sur-
face is:

A′ = (acosβ cosγ,acosβ sinγ,zQ−asinβ ) (6a)

cosγ =
x1

r
(6b)

sinγ =
x2

r
(6c)

For r = 0, γ is not uniquely defined so it has been set to
γ = 0. The tangents to the surface are:

ttt1 = (−sinβ cosγ,−sinβ sinγ,−cosβ ) (7a)

ttt2 = (−sinγ,−cosγ,0) (7b)

with a positive direction of ttt1 and ttt2 so that ttt1× ttt2 defines
an outward normal to the surface. The distance measure on
the surface are

dS1 = adβ (8a)

dS2 = acosβdγ (8b)
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Fig. 5 Geometrical description of analytical surface representing the
weld caps.

so that the variation of the normal vector can be written as:

∂nnn
∂S1 =

(
−1

a
sinβ cosγ,−1

a
sinβ sinγ,−1

a
cosβ

)
(9a)

∂nnn
∂S2 =

(
−1

a
sinγ,

1
a

cosγ,0
)

(9b)

(9c)

This geometrical description of the spherical cap has
been implemented in the RSURFU routine of Abaqus Stan-
dard [11], activating it by keyword editor and imposing a
displacement to the reference point of the analytical rigid
surface.

2.3 Sheet to sheet contact management for welded nodes

The aim is to manage the contact of the nodes of the flanges,
during the spot welding operation, by changing the contact
properties for those nodes who formed the weld nugget, to
lock them toghether.

The behaviour that should be implemented can be de-
scribed considering that during the weldgun closure phase, a
contact pressure-overclosure relationship should be enforced
a with frictional tangential behaviour and, after the cooling
phase, the contact properties should be changed to prohibit
the nodes separation and to ensure a rough tangential be-
haviour only for those nodes gone above the melting point.

But the position of the “melted” nodes on the contact
partitions are not known in advance, because that depends
on the mesh dimension and type (triangular or square).

With the standard options of FEM software, it’s impos-
sible to impose a different behaviour to those nodes because
they cannot be distinguished “a priori” by the maximum
temperature they reached.

An UINTER [11] routine has been developed to manage
such behaviour. For the weldgun closure parts it has been
implemented a softened contact form defined with an expo-
nential law to make easier to resolve the contact condition:

p = 0 h≤−c (10a)

p =
p0

e−1

[(
h
c
+1
)(

e
h

c+1 −1
)]

h >−c (10b)

with c the initial distance, p0 a typical pressure for h = 0.
During the closure step, the final contact pressures are saved
into data blocks, by means of pointers and made available to
all the routines by a COMMON statement [12].

At the end of the weldgun closure the contact forces be-
tween the surfaces are calculated and to ensure the force
equilibrium during the weldgun opening, the p0 is rescaled
and changed to the opposite sign:

∑
i

piAi = |∑
k

pkAk| (11)

where i is the index used to count all the nodes in the contact
surfaces, while k is the index used to count the melted nodes,
with k << i. Inverting this equation, for square mesh it’s
possible to rescale p0.

Similarly the rough tangential behaviour has been im-
plemented by a basic Coulomb friction model τ = µ p with
a coefficient set to an high value to ensure the sticking con-
dition.

This method allows a certain relative motion between
surfaces, that has been restrained under an acceptable limit
by manually adjusting the scaling coefficients. Its advantage
is in allowing the enforcement of the main mechanical be-
haviour of the weld spot without knowing in advance nodes
joined into the welded nugget.

2.4 Mesh offset to simulate the boundary condition for the
unit displacement

The influence coefficient method has to be applied to each
joint, where parts are usually welded on appropriate flanges,
where each one is subjected to dimensional and geometrical
tolerance and many weld spots.

So, it’s necessary to consider each part in turn and to ap-
ply the unit displacement correspondingly to all the welding
spots present, because using a plastic material model invali-
date any linear behaviour.

To correctly determine the deformation of a part’s flange
it’s necessary to “constrain” its movement, along the weld-
ing direction, considering that on the other side there will be
the corresponding flange of the other part. But that cannot
be obtained by mean of the standard Boundary Condition
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Fig. 6 Management of welding boundary conditions. a) to the flange
B1 being welded with A1 is given a thickness offset to simulate the unit
displacement. b) to the flange A1 is imposed the electrode deformation
that will force a contact with the offset B1 flange. The deformations are
measured to define the influence coefficient matrix.

the FEM software usually provide for the complex geome-
try of the welding flanges.

The proposed solution consists in using the shell ma-
terial offset on the parts surrounding the one on which the
coefficient are being calculated.

In figure 6a is sketched the part subjected to the calcu-
lation: B and C will be welded to A. The weld flanges A1
and A2 of the part A will be welded in a known order with a
known number of spots and will be subjected to a tolerance
for which the influence coefficient are to be calculated.

Starting from the first welded flange A1 in its nominal
dimension, the unit displacement is limited by offsetting the
B1 opposing flange of the unit value and enforcing a sur-
face contact interaction. After the imposition of the welding
deformation and temperature cycle for all the spots on that
surface, the deformation coefficient can be measured (figure
6b).

2.5 Temperature imposition on shell elements

The results of the model [9] regarding temperature distri-
bution on welded parts, modelled with solid elements, are
shown in figure 7 with reference to the sheet to sheet con-
tacting faces, electrode to sheet contact surfaces, during the
heating and cooling phases. It’s evident the “heat sink” ef-
fect of the electrode. The results were computed for a stan-
dard butt joint presenting an initial gap due to part toler-
ances. The nodal results shown, can be easily exported as
matrixes saved into a text file, imported into the FEA by
means of an run-time routine and imposed to the nodes of
the spot weld partition.

The coordinates of the points for which the temperature
were calculated are saved in a local 2D coordinate system
(u,v), shown in figure 8, centred into the weld point position
and for an extent corresponding to a rectangular partition of

Fig. 7 Calculated temperature distributions from [9].

Fig. 8 Temperature imposition on weld points partitions.

size (umax,vmax), which is defined to include nodes with sig-
nificantly high temperature. The figure also shows that the
temperature distributions are not fully symmetrical and two
principal axes can be found, due to the contact conditions of
the surfaces.

The relevant geometrical properties of k-th spot weld
partition are analogous to those described into section 2.1
for rectangular datum targets: the weld point position 12a,
the unit vector normal to the surface 12b and an orientation
vector 12c, to which the partition border lk is aligned 12d.

WPk = (x1,x2,x3) (12a)

nk = (n1,n2,n3) (12b)

bk = (b1,b2,b3) (12c)

bk · lk = 0 (12d)

A local reference system can be calculated as follows:

tk = nk×bk (13a)

b
′
k = tk×nk (13b)

to guarantee an orthonormal set of direction (nk,b
′
i, tk). To

correlate the nodes belonging to the weld partition versus
the temperature matrixes, their coordinates must be rotated
into the matrix reference system. Let be Nk = (N1,N2,N3)
the coordinates of the nodes belonging to the weld partition
passed to the routine; the Euler angles can be calculated as:

αk = arccos

− n2√
1−n2

3

 (14a)

βk = arccos(n3) (14b)

γk = arccos

 b′3√
1−n2

3

 (14c)
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When the Z axis of the two reference systems are aligned
the transformation is managed with a simple rotation matrix
around that axis.

Then the rotation matrix Rk = [Rα Rβ Rγ ] is:

Rk =

[( cosα sinα 0
−sinα cosα 0

0 0 1

)(1 0 0
0 cosβ sinβ

0 −sinβ cosβ

)(
cosγ sinγ 0
−sinγ cosγ 0

0 0 1

)]
(15)

And the transformation is:( u
v
w

)
k
= [R]k

(
N1−x1
N2−x2
N3−x3

)
(16)

In the local reference system, uk and vk are the coordi-
nates of the welding partition node WPk calculated by the
routine. Assuming a local limited curvature of the surface,
wk can be neglected.

The nodes of the matrix surrounding WPk can be calcu-
lated as:

uprec
k = INT

(uk

S
·S
)

vprec
k = INT

(vk

S
·S
)

(17)

usucc
k = uprec

k +1 vprec
k = vsucc

k +1 (18)

being S the known mesh seed dimension.
Four flags variables are used to describe the closeness of

the partition node to the matrix nodes:{
ucoinc

p = 1 if |uk−uprec|< δ

ucoinc
p = 0 otherwise

{
vcoinc

p = 1 if |vk− vprec|< δ

vcoinc
p = 0 otherwise{

ucoinc
s = 1 if |uk−usucc|< δ

ucoinc
s = 0 otherwise

{
vcoinc

s = 1 if |vk− vsucc|< δ

vcoinc
s = 0 otherwise

(19)

For each direction, if the distance between two nodes is
less than a δ approximation factor, then the two nodes can be
considered aligned in that direction. δ = 10−5 m has been set
to one hundredth of the sheet metal thickness magnitude. If
there are two unit flags set, then the node can be considered
coincident to a matrix node and the temperature value can
be directly assigned. If it’s present a coincidence only along
one direction, then a linear interpolation is made. Otherwise
a regression plane is used.

For each node it’s calculated the temperature correspond-
ing to the sheet to sheet interface and for the sheet to weld-
gun interface, being this second value lowered by the heat
sink effect of the electrode cooling. These two temperature
values are imposed to the opposite integration point of the
element and another linear interpolation is defined for the
mid points, so to allow the out of plane bending of the shell
caused by the temperature gradient, along the material thick-
ness direction.

The node temperature matrixes were loaded into the Aba-
qus Standard solver by mean of the UEXTERNALDB [11] rou-
tine, which allow the access to external files at the begin-
ning of the analysis. The values were stored into COMMON

Fortran [12] variables so to make them accessible to all the

Fig. 9 a) Datum reference system for the fixturing. b) Constraints sim-
ulated in the FEA.

other routines. And, finally, the UTEMP routine [11] has been
used to implement the calculation of the temperatures for
the welding point partition as stated above.

The important property of this set-up is the indepen-
dence from the mesh dimension and element shape chosen
the weld partition.

3 Experimental validation and results analysis

The methods defined in the previous section have been tested
on a simple assembly consisting of a butt joint on which the
datum reference system has been simplified as an incastre
condition on the rear side of each part, as implemented in
[9] and here shown in 9

To simulate the gap condition caused by tolerances and
obtaining the influence coefficient, the material thickness of
the left weld flange has been offset of a unit quantity and the
analytical rigid surface routine has been used to simulate
the welding closure. Figure 10a shows the initial condition
while 10b show the effect of the contact of the deformed
flange against the offset one, magnified two times. Figure
10c shows the shell to shell deviation computed between the
current method’s results and the results of a standard sim-
ulation performed on shell elements with the welding caps
explicitly modeled. The results shows an acceptable agree-
ment of the two solutions, being the deviation under 0.05-
mm, along the welding direction and the vertical deviation
under 0.1 mm. Figure 10d represents the deformed shape ob-
tained by the use of the routine, magnified ten times.

Figure 11 shows the result of the contact management
made with the run time routine. During the weldgun re-
lease, the contact pressure of the nodes forming the welding
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Fig. 10 a) Initial condition. b) Effects of the shell offset to simulate the
tolerance. c) Comparison of the results of the analytical rigid surface
routine with a standard simulation (shell to shell deviation [m]). d)
Nodal displacement [m] along welding direction of flange deformed
by routine.

nugget is reversed, so to maintain the sheet closed against
the actions of springback and the contact pressure of the
nodes surrounding the nugget.

Finally, figure 12 shows the results of the application of
temperature imposed by routine on the external nodes of the
shell flange. The deviation of the result from the original
values obtained in the complete 3D simulation [9] are negli-
gible.

Fig. 11 Contact pressure after electrode force releasing. Correspond-
ingly to the nodes forming the welding nugget, the contact pressure is
set negative, to simulate the joint.

Fig. 12 Results of temperature imposition on the flange’s external
nodes [ ◦C]: a) at the end of the heating step, b) at the end of the coolign
step.

4 Conclusions

The methods here delineated allows the calculation of the
influence coefficient necessary for a variational analysis on
compliant assemblies, considering the main aspects of the
welding and fixturing processes and implementing them on
a shell model, without recurring to complex co-simulation.

The temperature distribution calculated along the thick-
ness of a 3D model are imposed on the integration point of
the shell elements, during the heating and cooling phases, so
to provide the thermal dilatation and to change the material
plastic properties as temperature function.

The effect of weldgun closure on welding flanges is pro-
vided through an analytical surface routine definition, so to
eliminate the the explicit modelling and positioning of the
welding cups for each weld location.
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The correct boundary condition of weld spots, while ap-
plying the unit displacement to the weld partition is defined
by the mesh offset parameter to the flange of the correspond-
ing mating part.

To simulate the weld spot joint an interaction routine has
been adapted to prohibit the opening and tangential slip of
only those nodes who reached a temperature above the melt-
ing point.
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